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Alpha Stepbrother (Omegaverse Nonshifter Mpreg MM Romance)
2018-08-19

a secret marriage a secret baby and a secret mate will owen and caleb ever find out they are meant to be caleb my stepbrother
owen is a beautiful young omega and i m going to make him mine i never thought i would find my omega so close to home when my
mother married his father owen became my stepbrother now his father s scheming is keeping us apart i won t allow that owen is
mine no one will have him but me owen so much has happened since my father married caleb s mother we re stepbrothers but we re
so much more my life is so complicated now a secret marriage and a secret baby don t make it any easier for me to figure out
what i feel for this gorgeous domineering alpha is this real could we be fated for each other or will my father s threat of an
arranged marriage keep me apart from my alpha the man i love

Omega Rescue: MM Alpha/Omega Shifter Mpreg
2019-01-11

he saved an omega s life only to lose his heart firefighter and alpha wolf darren drake charges into a burning building only to
discover the man he s rescuing is an omega shifter and his mate alex carson is a photographer and an omega wolf with the most
stunning blue eyes and gentle spirit that darren has ever encountered since darren is an alpha bringing the now homeless omega
into his house is the only honorable thing to do besides he isn t letting his mate out of his sight because he intends to win
alex s love and loyalty no matter what but after a single blazing hot night of passion darren wakes to discover that his mate
has vanished leaving only a note behind alex lives a footloose existence traveling the world taking stunning photos and never
staying in one place for long but when the fire that nearly takes his life also destroys his laptop and his cameras he s left
in a desperate situation that s when darren the sexy alpha firefighter built like a demigod comes through for him again letting
him stay in his home until alex can get back on his feet alex knows how badly he aches for darren but the big firefighter doesn
t understand alex s rootless existence even though the alpha seems to command alex s heart he isn t ready to be tied down
forever but after alex shows up pregnant on darren s doorstep is there any hope for rekindling their thwarted love when an
alpha and an omega want very different things reader note contains m m mpreg wolf shifters hot romance elements and male male
love
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Bound to the Wolf King: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance
2023-06-11

bound by rogue magic to the wolf king for better or for worse when omega stephen silva saves the life of wolf prince malcolm
dacian on the night of his coronation he has no idea how drastically his life will change as a lycanastri mage stephen s
research into a strange rip in the fabric of the universe is everything to him but when he rushes in to protect malcolm from a
magical attack the magic goes haywire binding his soul to the prince s forever allowing them to feel each other s most intimate
emotions but worse it severs him from his magic ripping away the one thing that ever gave his life meaning crown prince malcolm
dacian has too many problems to worry about a nobody omega mage he hasn t had time to mourn his father s death the kingdom is
plagued with problems and the attempt on his life nearly loosed an otherworldly threat on the world but when his head becomes
filled with the distracting emotions of a smart brave and anxious omega wolf he learns the depth of the omega s loss the young
man lost his magic saving malcolm s life grateful for the omega s heroism he does the only honorable thing he proposes marriage
it s the obvious solution they re both gay the omega can bear him an heir and as king malcolm can repay stephen by making sure
he wants for nothing there s only one problem stephen has no desire to compound his misery with a marriage of convenience to
someone who doesn t love him yet malcolm can t go on living with their bond feeling all the devastated mage s feelings as if
they re his own when the high priestess tells him she knows of a way to break their bond malcolm is all for it but when he
learns it involves taking the omega to his bed malcolm knows his problems have only just begun reader note contains m m mpreg
romance pregnant omega mates wolf shifters alpha wolf kings and male male love

His Amazing Summer and Christmas: A Portville Mpreg Summer Romance (M/M Non-shifter
Omegaverse)
2020-12-22

one summer one epic birth scene and one very special christmas on a drunken night of rebelling from his father young omega
brent falls into a river he survives just fine although he emerges soaking wet and angry at the person who pushed him in holden
a sexy young alpha who has been playing the field for a while is the man who gave brent the push that sent him over the railing
it wasn t intentional though holden thought he was saving brent s life when it s obvious that there s an attraction between the
two of them brent devises a plan to use holden to get back at his father who is the wealthy governor of portville and has
always expected brent to follow in his footsteps brent is tired of being yelled at for being himself and he aims to show his
father just how irresponsible he can be brent doesn t expect that holden will impregnate him that first night he knows his
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father will be furious when he finds out but the only place he can think to hide is on his father s yacht he also doesn t
expect that he will fall head over heals in love with an alpha who is struggling financially with his snack boat business and
is too proud to take any money from him can a wealthy omega and a poor alpha get over their hangups and come together for the
sake of their baby can the son of a wealthy governor let go of his pride and invite his father into his life is there a house
big enough to hold all of these omegas and alphas as well as their babies and extended family for a once in a lifetime
christmas party there s only one way to find out his amazing summer and christmas is the fourth book in the portville summer
series it is an opposites attract romance of 30k words with some drinking sexy times an epic race of 4 omegas and their
partners to the birth clinic and a christmas epilogue that includes the couples from every book in the portville summer series
and a few more it is intended for readers over the age of 18

Reclaiming His Omega: MM Alpha/Omega Shifter Mpreg
2018-08-31

can an ex soldier reclaim his love before their chance at happiness is gone even though he s an omega wolf luca santiago has
managed to turn himself into a wildly successful business tycoon buying struggling hotels and making them profitable again but
things get complicated when a hotel he s trying to buy belongs to the family of alpha wolf griffin kent griffin won his heart
years ago before leaving him to join the military he s the one man luca has never been able to forget once again luca is
helpless to resist griffin s alpha charms the wolf shifter effortlessly brings out all the omega traits luca has hidden away to
achieve success their passion blazes up from where they d left off but loving griffin brings out all luca s vulnerabilities
again and after a scorching hot night together everything in his life is about to change forever after griffin was wounded and
honorably discharged from the military he returned to his hometown to care for his ailing parents griffin is a different man
now struggling with his own demons and under pressure to conform to the burdens of an alpha his father refuses to sell the
family hotels because he wants his son to take over his legacy griffin doesn t want anything to do with the business what he
wants is luca and this time he s going to keep him but when luca ends up pregnant with griffin s child he fears he s not ready
to be a father because of his wounds and past mistakes he s already lost luca once and it s looking as if his fears of being a
bad father might be driving luca away again and this time he s not sure his heart can take losing the omega he s come to love
reader note contains m m mpreg wolf shifters hot romance elements and male male love

His Secret Summer: A Portville Mpreg Summer Romance (M/M Non-shifter Omegaverse)
2019-04-18
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shane has a secret he likes to be bad he spends the little free time he has searching online for guys he can hook up with in
men s bathrooms the hookups are hot but they never give him what he desperately craves a deep connection and a baby austin has
a secret too he also meets men for no strings hookups but he s the professor at portville state university and would lose his
job if anyone found out he s careful to meet men far from portville so no one recognizes him but one night austin realizes he
hasn t been careful enough he finds out the young man in the stall next to him the one he just used through a glory hole was
one of his students austin knows he s the one that s screwed now his steamy summer is a forbidden student teacher dom sub
romance of 30k words it includes some men s room sex kinky d s activities male pregnancy that leads to the birth of a baby and
the kind of disgustingly optimistic hea you ve come to expect from xander collins

Chasing His Omega: MM Mpreg Romance
2019-09-23

an omega who lives life on the run and an alpha who will never give up mike sloan is u s army airborne and as tough as they
come he s just retired after a distinguished career and is enjoying a drink in a detroit bar when colin parker walks through
the door the attraction is instant and staggering colin is everything mike wants in a man lean gorgeous and with soulful
unforgettable eyes perfect for a night of hot fun there s also something about colin that mike can t deny something that draws
him irresistibly toward the other man but the bar is a rough one and not friendly to men who love men mike isn t worried no one
dares mess with him but colin is ambushed in the back of the bar when he s alone mike rushes to his rescue saving him from a
brutal attack blaming himself for not stopping it sooner mike s only choice now is to take colin home and make him feel so
incredible he will forget every bruise but when mike wakes after an incredible night together colin is gone not only is colin
gay but he also has the rare omega gene which means he can get pregnant he s been on his own for years roaming the country
never putting down roots he distrusts strangers but after mike comes to his rescue he loses all sense and gives in to his heart
but a scorching hot night with mike isn t enough to make him settle down anywhere for long he s been on the road ever since his
family disowned him for what he was it s only a matter of time until mike rejects him too so it is best to leave only his luck
has run out he s pregnant with mike s child how can he ever face the man again little does he know that mike is not a man to
give up ever on having the thing he wants and what he wants is colin reader note contains m m mpreg alpha military heroes hot
romance elements and male male love

Rejected Omega: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance
2022-11-28
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he once believed true love lasted forever prince richard hargreave has been raised in the customs of his pack to wed the mate
chosen for him by the wolf goddess and become wolf king of altaden he just didn t expect to fall so deeply in love justin
turner is perfect for richard in every way not only is the omega wolf gay but he s sweet kind and just a little shy traits
severely lacking in the royal court but when the king s new dreamer the goddess s oracle and divine matchmaker proclaims the
previous oracle a fraud and traitor richard is devastated the new dreamer claims richard has been deceived and the sweet
adoring justin is not his mate after all the selection of the omega wolf was nothing more than a plot to taint the royal line
richard can hardly believe it s true but a prince s duty to his pack must be greater than his own desires even if it breaks his
heart forever justin turner is leading a charmed life how else could an omega nobody like him wind up betrothed to a man like
richard hargreave crown prince or not justin loves him with all his heart it wasn t that long ago that the dreamer priestess
appeared on his doorstep declaring the wolf goddess had chosen him as richard s mate since that day the two had become
inseparable and now he can barely contain his excitement he has a surprise for richard that will change their lives forever but
when he arrives at the place richard has a surprise of his own the betrothal is off the previous dreamer betrayed them and
everything they shared was a lie the new dreamer has spoken justin is no longer richard s mate shattered by the rejection
justin can barely breathe after the guards remove him from the palace he has no choice but to flee with his secret untold that
richard hargreave crown prince of altaden is going to be a father reader note contains m m mpreg romance wolf shifters rejected
mates male male love royal princes omega wolves secret babies second chances and six loyal dogs

Scandalous Omega: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance
2023-01-28

they tell me i m a scandal waiting to happen my name is blake merritt the only thing special about me is that i m what they
call an omega male a guy with complicated equipment male on the outside womb on the inside south of my broken heart the man i
loved dylan conrad left me almost eight months ago too bad i see him on the news nearly every time i turn on the television he
s handsome wealthy charismatic and running for political office and the reason he ended things between us left me devastated he
wanted to protect me from the ugliness of an election circus he said he loved me then he left me he doesn t know that i m
pregnant with his child when dylan shows up on my doorstep after all this time he s shocked to learn i m in the final weeks of
my pregnancy dylan is as stunned to know he will soon be a father as i am to hear him say that leaving me was his biggest
mistake that he has never stopped loving me but that doesn t mean i m ready to fall back into his arms there are scars on my
heart now and everything has changed dylan is a man who thrives on challenges but things may have gone too far has he forgiven
me for never telling him that i was pregnant can i forgive him for shattering my heart even if it was to protect me because the
world he plays in is merciless and full of dirty tricks and my very existence is a scandal that can cost dylan everything i don
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t want to be hurt again but i have plenty of my own secrets not just his daughter in my womb but that i never stopped loving
him reader note contains mpreg and m m romance a second chance romance plenty of hero grovel not so secret babies and pregnant
omegas it is a complete story with a happily ever after

Stealing the Wolf King's Heart: MM Omega Mpreg Romance
2022-03-11

an omega wolf has a chance at the greatest prize ever the love of an alpha king darius voss the powerful alpha king of the
shifter nation of andernburg thought his palace was impenetrable so imagine his surprise when he enters his bedchamber and
finds a thief looting the family jewels the little american looks nothing like a criminal he s small lithe and delicately
beautiful and he s an omega wolf despite his better judgment darius is enamored with the cheeky omega and decides to show him
mercy instead of a dungeon but some nobles aren t as amused by the little thief s antics or by darius s taste in companions
johnny hughes is stuck in andernburg after his money and passport are stolen by thugs who put him in the hospital for what he
is and now it s either steal or starve he knows his relationship with the gorgeous alpha king is pure sport but he d be a fool
to turn down accommodations like these for as long as the king finds him amusing and if he s falling in love with the king no
one ever needs to know especially not darius or the nobles who believe that a common omega and a thief is cheating them out of
the power they want for themselves but when a reckless night of passion leaves johnny with child everything becomes far more
real darius is bound by duty to the realm and beset by betrothals from noble wolf packs vying for a royal match for their
daughters but the kingdom will never yield that honor to an omega much less allow one to bear the king s heir reader note
contains m m mpreg wolf shifters hot romance elements protective alphas and cheeky omegas and male male love

The Wolf Who Saved the Omega: M/M Omega Mpreg Romance
2022-07-15

two rival wolves have one last chance to change the shifter world alex macgregor is a tough as they come wolf shifter with the
chimera company special forces what starts as a rescue mission in the ruins of old detroit soon ends up changing his life not
only does alex s wolf insist the shifter he s sent to rescue is his mate but david casey isn t a typical omega he s an agent
for the government sent on a secret mission to get a blood sample from a lagodire dangerous shifter hybrids created by
government experiments alex and david immediately fail to hit it off which doesn t bode well for that whole fated mate thing
how is alex supposed to deal with a mate who seems more enemy than lover most of the time the desire is there but the closer he
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gets to david the more the man pushes him away the roguish smile alex has relied on all his life won t be nearly enough to win
the heart of this omega david casey has spent most of his life alone fighting for his country in dangerous places and doing
things that stayed secret his life hasn t been easy people judge him for being an omega and now alex has flooded his life with
irritating complications and stirred up his wolf instincts but only with alex s help can he save a pregnant lagodire omega
named lowku from a horrible fate not only is lowku his friend but the secrets in his blood might provide the cure to the
shifter cancer that has plagued wolves since they were created saving lowku changes david and helping with the birth of lowku s
children brings out a new side to him as does looking into alex s eyes seeing his smile and sharing a kiss after a passionate
and reckless night with alex it isn t long until david discovers he is pregnant too but bringing peace to new detroit might be
a cakewalk compared to the chance for a happy family with alex and their soon to be baby reader note contains m m mpreg omega
romance wolf shifters and gay fantasy romance

His Steamy Summer: A Portville Mpreg Summer Romance (M/M Non-shifter Omegaverse)
2018-07-24

can love really heal all wounds a recent tragedy has taken almost everything from nate and left him feeling empty and alone his
parents are gone he has no home and no money and he s lost part of his leg in a boating accident being with brian nate s
childhood best friend and crush feels like home like his life before he lost everything but nate is worried that things are too
different between them now and that brian won t want him when he finds out about his injury brian regrets not having made a
move when nate s parents moved the family away during their sophomore year in high school the kiss that never happened between
them has haunted brian for years when he sees nate again he realizes he s been given another chance with the love of his life
and he s not going to blow it this time can brian convince nate of his love can that love give nate his life back is it
possible for two boys who knew each other as childhood best friends to come together as men and find that they really were
meant to be together all along his steamy summer is a childhood crush second chance romance of 30k words it includes some
tragedy and angst a lot of feels some incredibly hot sex and male pregnancy and the kind of disgustingly optimistic hea you ve
come to expect from xander collins

His Deepest Desire: A Portville Mpreg Romance Book 2 (M/M Non-shifter Omegaverse)
2018-04-11

to find happiness two lost souls may need a miracle but could the miracle have been inside them all along eleven years ago jake
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broke stephen s heart now he s back acting like nothing ever happened all stephen wants is to move on and start a family of his
own but he can t find the right man to start over with when jake is hired as the director of stephen s clinic will stephen ever
be able to escape his ex and does he really want to when jake left town he thought he was doing the right thing but no matter
how hard he tried to forget his heart couldn t leave stephen behind but getting stephen back means telling him the truth about
why he left and the tragedies that followed jake wants stephen but is jake brave enough to reveal the deepest parts of his soul
to have a second chance at love will a sick baby force these two reluctant exes to risk it all let go of the past and let each
other back in his deepest desire is a second chance romance of 36k words with heart wrenching moments super hot intimacy
between two men not one but two cuddly babies and a beautiful hea that will most likely bring tears to your eyes

The Alpha's Claim: MM Omega Mpreg Romance
2022-05-26

one battle scarred alpha will risk his heart life and home to save his omega and their unborn child danny holloway is an omega
wolf living life on the run never putting down roots never knowing true love and certainly never finding a mate a silly shifter
myth he s fled to the alaskan wilderness keeping a low profile as a small town bartender and hiding from an abusive pack but
when danny is viciously attacked he draws exactly the wrong kind of attention that of marcus connor a huge mean looking alpha
shifter as strong as he is scarred who comes to danny s rescue and saves his life danny s wolf howls that marcus is his mate
and when marcus gives him the most intense night of lovemaking of his life danny s tempted to believe it but they both have
demons and danny can t stick around for a myth not even after marcus bites him and marks him as his haunted by his failure to
protect his pack marcus lives in the wilds of alaska with only his dog ginger out here he can let his wolf roam free without
giving a damn about anything or anyone but when he sees the omega being attacked his protective alpha instinct takes over and
it doesn t stop until marcus claims danny as his mate what would a scarred up loner like marcus want with a mate let alone an
omega omegas have a tendency to give you cubs another thing marcus doesn t need but denying danny is proving easier said than
done and the old saying is starting to prove true once bitten once branded once his reader note contains mpreg gay shifter
romance mated wolf shifters hot romance elements protective alphas and omega romance and male male love

The Lone Wolf's Omega (MM Omega Mpreg Romance)
2020-10-24

an omega betrayed by his pack and the lone wolf who must risk everything to save him henry wright was supposed to be dead since
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the night his alpha dumped him in the dangerous ruins of old detroit life has been an unending nightmare for the packless omega
left to scavenge for food and evade the savage creatures infesting the city henry s become good at surviving until his luck
fails and leaves him trapped on a rooftop with monsters closing in then out of nowhere help arrives in the form of a tall
swaggering stranger with rugged good looks and a sexy glint in his eyes their night of passion intensified by their brush with
death leaves henry breathless but that isn t the only thing he s left with thanks to the genetic mutation shared by omegas
henry is pregnant and with all that s going down in the city tom might not be there to save him again especially when henry s
former alpha learns henry is still alive tom reinhart doesn t mess around wealthy clients pay the lone wolf to sneak into the
ruins of old detroit retrieve what they want diamonds cash heirlooms and get out alive but his latest run goes belly up when he
saves the life of an omega wolf with haunting amber eyes that grab him by the balls and won t let go as former airborne
military tom s used to danger he knows better than to let a pair of pretty eyes distract him but the little omega dredges up
tom s protective instincts and the need to care for a mate sadly the only things the lone wolf can t give are the things the
omega wants most the security of a pack and a family of his own tom will never again submit to an autocratic alpha but the pack
who wants henry silenced is too strong to handle alone to save his precious golden eyed mate and their unborn son tom must
swallow his pride and seek the help of another alpha jake kross of the st clair pack the epitome of everything tom hated about
his previous life reader note contains m m mpreg romance omegas wolf shifters hot romance elements and male male love

MPREG Love
2019-02-07

cole is a sight for sore eyes and a cowboy like no other sporting a body with a perfect shape full lips that make me want to
kiss him and something big and naughty under his pants i m hooked to him before i even realize what s going on but it wasn t
meant to be and he comes back months later telling me that he s pregnant my life turns upside down after a hot night with him
his intense eyes are locked with mine as we make the craziest decision of our lives it doesn t matter that he s much older than
me and much more experienced now that he has our little one in his belly i need to be the knot they can t live without mpreg
love is a bite sized steamy mm instalove romance if you re looking for a book peppered with non shifter love and set in a
western background look no further

The Omega's Unexpected Bounty (Science Fiction Mpreg Non-shifter Alpha Omega Romance)
2018-08-02
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genre alien alpha and omega m m mpreg caan loves his freedom it s his biology that troubles him omegas like him are a rare
breed but life as an unmated bounty hunter makes him even more of an anomaly in a world of desperate alphas eager to mate and
impregnate an omega on a mission to rescue his biological parent from prison it s all he can do to evade capture and a lifetime
of pregnancy and servitude but his luck runs out moments before the daring rescue attempt comes to fruition graden a muscled
prince on the precipice of being named king makes a tempting offer that will change his circumstances unbeknownst to them it
may also turn the tables on the bounty hunter as well note the omega s unexpected bounty is a complete standalone non shifter
mpreg male pregnancy story this science fiction romance novel contains steamy descriptions of beach time encounters with a
muscled bounty hunter and a alien prince with a hea no cheating and no cliffhangers

New Texas Mail Order Omega (Science Fiction Mpreg Non-shifter Alpha Omega Romance)
2018-11-23

genre scifi mpreg alpha omega romance what would you sacrifice for love tax trouble family responsibility and a public scandal
with an outed governor all tools used by the united states government to send viable gay men like thomas into the volardi re
population program the terms are simple sign up for thirty days and change into an alien omega if you aren t mated in that time
you re back on earth as a human helian s rugged good looks and staunch alpha male aura only tell part of his story inside
behind the virile persona lies someone who longs for someone to love when an intriguing earthling arrives on new texas he
thinks his dreams have come true but that elation is only temporary because thomas has no intention of being mated to the
handsome cowboy the stakes are high the clock is ticking thomas resolve to never surrender makes him an even bigger target for
other unmated alphas whom might not take no for an answer will helian convince the reluctant thomas to surrender or will his
quest for love end in heartache note new texas mail order omega is a complete standalone alpha omega non shifter mpreg male
pregnancy romance this 76 000 word science fiction m m novel contains detailed descriptions of steamy sex with a muscled alien
cowboy includes anal and oral situations with a firm touch of dominance

Omega Road: Science Fiction Mpreg Romance
2018-10-14

alpha omega non shifter mpreg gay dystopian novel in a post apocalyptic america some roads lead to danger others lead to love
experience has taught cassian that omegas live with brutality and one role reproduce and repeat desperate for another life he
dares to navigate the wastelands with his best friend diego in tow unfortunately the decaying ruins are no place for unclaimed
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omegas their brazen quest leads them to harper an alpha who has had his world turned upside down and his heart torn to shreds
to survive cassian and harper are forced to work and live together will that new found alliance bring them closer as alpha and
omega or put them further at odds this post apocalyptic gay romance contains detailed descriptions of steamy bedroom encounters
and is told with dual perspectives from the alpha and omega note there is a side quel called omega way in the same universe
which follows diego s journey each is written as a standalone and meant to be enjoyed on their own although they reference
events in the other story

His Crazy Summer: A Portville Mpreg Summer Romance (M/M Non-shifter Omegaverse)
2019-05-28

when your world feels like it s going crazy the one thing you can count on is love jeremy is a big burly self proclaimed
redneck beta he s not too happy with the way his life is going but he doesn t know where to look to find what he wants but when
he suddenly transitions into an omega one crazy night and becomes pregnant his life is turned upside down alex is an alpha who
is very loyal to his puerto rican family he works hard at their landscaping business and helps take care of his brother s kids
when he finds jeremy at the drive in theater in heat and surrounded by hungry alphas he takes him home where he will be safe
but as responsible as he is alex can t control his animal urges when he comes into contact with jeremy s intoxicating scent
when he finds out he s a father alex not only has to figure out how to provide for two families but he has to convince jeremy
to keep the baby can alex convince jeremy that the little being growing inside him is meant to be and that the love between the
two of them and their family might just be what he s been wanting all along his crazy summer is an opposites attract romance of
38k words it includes a feisty beta turned omega some foul language incredibly hot sex between two huge men male pregnancy and
the kind of hea with a sweet cuddly baby you ve come to expect from xander collins

Non-Shifter's MPREG Lust
2019-05-20

looking for non shifter mpreg love look no more this title contains all 3 books in the series it s as steamy as it gets 1 man s
fertile first time in a world without women men must think outside the box transforming men into women the thought never
crossed my mind until it was a possibility we have three candidates and they re all perfect for it with soft and smooth skin
big and expressive eyes and perfect behinds they make me obsess over them even though i m straight i mean i still keep my
wedding ring on my finger i know that like the back of my hand and yet something still peppers my crush on them a couple of
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hours later it s done one of the candidates has finally become a woman and i still look at him as a man we want to have our way
with her or should it be him and we ll all take turns i ll roam my hands over her smooth curvy legs i ll pepper her neck with
scalding kisses and then we ll cream inside by the time we re done she might never be able to walk again 2 non shifter s first
time he s handsome a jaw dropper like no other with such a perfect body wherever he goes he draws curious eyes toward him from
men and women alike i m younger than aron willing to be his for all of my life and he s the person i want to have my first time
with the problem is i never thought he could get pregnant boom just like that i m more than his partner now i ve knocked him up
by accident and he has our little one my life became a whirlwind all of a sudden and all i know is that i think about him all
the time i obsess over aron i want to press our lips together relish in the softness of his skin and love him for the android
he is 3 soon to be pregnant i was the cowboy boyfriend of a handsome young sheriff from the town of falcon haven we had a
joyful relationship but i could never give him what he wanted the most a baby for his beloved family as much as we tried we
couldn t find a solution for that one evening when i wasn t even thinking about my unattainable gift some people gossiped with
me about a professional that was an expert on male pregnancies desperate as i was to make the man of my life smile again i
decided to meet that supposed doctor my boyfriend had every reason not to take the advice given to me and he didn t hold back
his reservations meanwhile little did i know that my whole life would turn upside down that day

Lord Trenton Historical Mpreg Bundle
2017-12-04

can you ever escape your past saint valentine s day is for lovers but for one omega who lost his alpha mate in a tragic
accident it s full of painful memories when lord cuthbert cuddy trenton attends a gathering of alphas and omegas he meets
viscount henry caldwell an alpha who has traveled the world and prides himself on never being tied down or tamed lord trenton
believes he will never mate again but fate has other plans when it places him and henry together their meeting puts in motion a
chain of events which is set against a backdrop of political turmoil and the omega s family is at the center but legends passed
down through the centuries single out lord trenton and leave him and viscount caldwell unsure of what lies ahead and henry has
been hiding a secret one which threatens his and cuddy s relationship perhaps forever the six short stories in this bundle are
the omega s gamble the omega s wager the omega s pledge the omega s halloween the omega s harvest festival the omega s
christmas eve

The Alpha Tiger's Baby Felines: MM Alpha Omega Fated Mates Mpreg Shifter
1954
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i was a cat dammit not some piece of meat for an alpha to chew up and spit out i wasn t going to take it anymore now that i ve
left though i had nowhere to go i was cold hungry and homeless but at least i didn t have an abusive alpha breathing down my
throat now i d never have babies alphas were too unpredictable after all that how could i ever trust another one thumbing for a
ride to the next town i was picked up by a cop great another alpha why me oh well at least i wouldn t be cold anymore this one
was different though i couldn t quite put my paw on it he seemed warm and caring and also wanted babies nope he was just
another alpha probably couldn t trust him further than i could throw him however something in the back of my nose tickled
something i couldn t just bat away

Make Me Love You
2000-02-06

it s only temptation if you resist when you give in it s called fun omega mark is a nice guy he calls his parents every sunday
hands in every work assignment on time and buys only organic vegetables so it shouldn t come as a surprise when he becomes the
ultimate cliché nice guys really do finish last when he finds out his long term boyfriend has been cheating on him he snaps
mark is tired of being good following the rules never got him anywhere now it s time to try something new he doesn t just want
to be bad though he wants to be evil alpha rostorok has spent eternity working as a greater vengeance demon he is the complete
opposite of nice he would normally leave petty human complaints to his underlings to handle but when the most delicious
extremely pissed off man performs a drunken summoning ross finds himself giving in to the allure and while he specializes in
wrath his favorite sin just happens to be lust make me love you is a standalone m m mpreg romance delving into lust sin and
revenge while still bringing a light touch and a happily ever after

Making a Family Collection 1
1881

when your idea of asking a cute omega to be your pretend husband for a weekend takes an unexpected turn clay i have my pride as
an alpha and i don t want to be the only unmated sibling at my youngest sister s wedding what s a successful but bachelor alpha
to do well maybe ask the cute omega frequenting my cafe to be my fake husband for the weekend only i didn t expect a weekend of
fun to go so very differently aiden the day after my sister leaves her three month old to look after to be the parent she can t
be i get an odd request from the handsome alpha running the cafe i frequent and who can resist a request from the only man able
to make me smile this week so i show up play the role of adoring husband and that s when things go a little off script this
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collection includes the first five novellas about alpha clay and omega aiden in making a family faking a husband becoming a
boyfriend raising an omega saving a sibling and marrying a mate which takes place in the non shifter omegaverse mates world and
contains mpreg male pregnancy these novellas may include any of these elements steamy scenes i need tissues now moments cries
of why oh why and cliffhangers that make you bite your nails and curse the author

Ward's Automobile Topics
1946

the australasian antarctic expedition aae of 1911 14 led by the young australian geologist dr douglas mawson who was later
knighted for his efforts was not only one of the last great voyages of the heroic era it was by far the most successful of its
time in scientific terms the results of the aae s investigations were still being published 30 years later mawson s team of 31
expeditioners with an average age of just 26 established three bases the main one was built at cape denison commonwealth bay
where in january and february 1912 they built the wooden hut from oregon and baltic pine that was to be their home for two
years it was from here that the disaster and heroism of mawson s far eastern sledging party continues to frame the popular
perception of his legendary polar explorations after the death of his two sledging companions dr xavier mertz and lieutenant
belgrave ninnis mawson walked for a month starving and alone back to cape denison only to see his ship departing in the
distance the fragile wooden hut where he had to spend a further year with six companions is now a historic site and is being
conserved by the mawson s huts foundation in partnership with the australian antarctic division formed in 1996 the foundation
is raising funds from the australian government and corporate and private sponsors to ensure that this vital part of australia
s antarctic heritage remains intact the mawson s huts historic site consists of the main hut magnetograph house the transit hut
the ruined absolute magnetic hut and a memorial cross to ninnis and mertz along with a plaque recording the territorial claim
mawson made on his return for one night in 1931 the cape denison site is also recognised internationally under the antarctic
treaty as a historic site and monument an antarctic specially protected area and an antarctic specially managed area it is also
inscribed on both the national heritage and commonwealth heritage registers

Indian Trade Journal
1955
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The Encyclopedia Britannica
2005

Modern Industry
1985

Ford Times
1898

The Spectator
1960

NSTA Technology Journal
1877

Minutes of Proceedings
1954
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The Problem of Staging Dances in Shakespearean Productions
1976

Harper's Weekly
1968

The Florists' Review
1867

The Towneley Cycle
2014-12-01

Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science

American Druggists' Circular and Chemical Gazette

Mawson's Huts
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